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Emilis, 13 years old
“Yesterday in class we watched a film about the genocide of some African nation.
The action is set in Africa. The main characters are a couple of people. Their names escape from my head at
the moment, but the main thing is that they are talking about their memories as they were children, they
were the few that survived the genocide. I think the genre of this film would be educational because it is not
only talking about the genocide but also about everyday life in Africa. But one thing really surprised me, they
might have clay homes ripped apart clothes, but they have modern technology, even I don’t have. Everybody
has a laptop, a smart phone… My opinion is that could sell that stuff and buy normal clothes at least.
Benedikta, 13 years old
“In my opinion the film is extremely well produced. It is really gripping. Parts of the film are very sad and
exiting. I found the ending disappointing. In this film I like how people can live very scantily but they are
happy. They live with hope.
I recommend to see this film to all people, because it is very interesting.”
Lėja, 13 years old
“”The Best Is Still To Come“ is one of Gerrit Hahn‘s films. This film shows how people lived after genocide and
how they look now, what they feel. They tell us how their parents or relatives died. Sometimes they visit their
graves, sometimes they cry.
So the first teenager boy tells us how his mother left him and how he lived out genocide. He didnt really mind
that he was left, he still loved his mother.
The second lae lived through genocide as well and she thank her grandmother for everything, because of her
she still lives.
And the third lady is also very interesting.
The film is documentary. Everything happens in Africa. I like this film a lot. I think everyone should watched
this film and they should rate it.“
Sanjay, 14 years old
The title of this film is “The Best Is Still To Come”. The film is a documentary about genocide that happened in
Africa, more specifically about three unique characters that had to experience the genocide. The story takes
place in a small town in Africa. Al three people had different stories of the genocide affected their life. In my
opinion, the style of this movie is very serious and was made to raise awareness about not only the three main
characters, but also how countless others have to live.
I think this is a very well made movie, and it is also giving an example to others, how life is unpredictable. I like
that this film was deeper, educating, meaning that just anybody couldn’t figure out. I did not like, however,
that the film was very slow paced, also, I was hoping that you could see how the genocide happened. I would
recommend the film to those, who in my opinion would take it seriously.
Saulė, 13 years old
“My name is Saulė. I wathed with form 7 a film “The Best Is Still To Come”.
I liked that the people in Africa are beautiful and happy. I liked that a film is documentary. The film shows true
life in Africa. What didn’t I like? That Africa is very poor.
My opinion about the film "The Best Is Still To Come” is very good. The people who killed the other people are
very brutal but it is the reality here.
Thank you, that we could watch this film.“

